CANNABIS

Huckleberry Diesel
Editorial by Jamie Toth
Huckleberry Diesel – a sativa dominant hybrid —is a blend of
OG Kush and NYC Diesel that offers a balanced, energized
high with a gentle body buzz to relax the mood. Opening a
bag of this strain from 54 Green Acres fills the room
with the smells of wildflowers, beeswax, and
sweet grass. Musky hints of strap leather,
citrus oil, and freshly cut lumber remind
me of some dusty western ranch in
the foothills of the mountains, so I
saddle up my equipment to ride
this Huckleberry Diesel through a
range of temperatures in the old
desktop vaporizer. I also roll up
a marijuana cigarette for good
measure.

beeswax. Despite the silkiness of the vapor, there is very little
residue or aftertaste.
When smoking Huckleberry Diesel, the diesel
namesake becomes more apparent. The smoke
is milky and gentle on the throat but still twists
slightly of sour cloves on the tongue. The
penny candy cinnamon flavor from
vaping at lower temperatures comes
out as fresh-baked cinnamon
muffins when smoking.
Huckleberry
Diesel
brings
around a chatty, peaceful
sensation; a great choice to
include when sharing a hot cup
of tea and a good conversation
with a friend. I find that it gives
the focused calm to really enjoy
listening and exploring ideas
without needing to get up and
do much of anything but simply
be in great company. It also offers a
calming effect for quiet introspection
while alone. The mind slows down just
enough to become more contemplative without
getting too sluggish.

The terpene profile reflects
what my nose has been telling
me—myrcene, nerolidol, and
caryophyllene are musky, woody,
and peppery terpenes often
associated with pain relief, and they
make up about 2/3rds of the profile.
The first flavors to unlock in the lowtemperature range of the vaporizer are floral:
chamomile, orchids, and maybe some lavender
far off in the distance. I immediately notice that
the flavors are much more ‘huckleberry’ than
‘diesel’ at lower temperatures; the pungent smell
of the dried buds giving way to a flowery softness
in the vapor. As the temperature rises into the
mid-range around 388°, the flowery hints give
way to a peppery flavor. There is a cinnamon
candy taste as the bouquet turns to hops, clove, and citrus, but
those early hints of fresh nectar are still present. The thickening
vapor gains a velvety texture but remains smooth.
Vaporizing Huckleberry Diesel at high temperature, NYC Diesel
lineage becomes more apparent. What remains of those early
wildflowers has become a heady perfume, and the cinnamon
candy has given way to distinct overtones of peppercorns and

Huckleberry Diesel has been growing at 54
Green Acres since 2016, where Our cannabis
has been certified to be grown with the same
rigorous organic standards that you find in
other industries thanks to our Certified Kind
designation. All of our soil, nutrients, processes,
and genetics are organic and as gentle to the earth as possible.
Huckleberry Diesel is one of 10 fine strains we are bringing you
this year from 54 Green Acres farm, a farm in the Illinois Valley of
Southern Oregon focused on purely organic amazing results. In
addition to being committed about using organic, living soil and
water fresh from Sucker Creek for our cannabis, we also have a
vegetable garden, apple trees, and a dozen beehives.

Check us out on instagram to see
our latest photos and videos
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